AAVID THERMALLY
Aluminum Electrolytic, Conductive Polymer
Aluminum Solid and Conductive Polymer
Hybrid Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitors

Adesto
Leading global provider of advanced semiconductors and embedded systems for IoT

ALLIANCE MEMORY
FAST Asynchronous SRAMs
Low Power Asynchronous SRAMs

BOYD CORPORATION
Precision die cutting, Gaskets, seals, O-Rings, Film Adhesives, Extrusions, Molded Rubber, EMI Shielding

BriskHeat
Flexible Heating Solutions, cloth heating jackets and insulators, Silicone Rubber heating blankets

Chase Scientific Company
Advanced Computing, Robotics, Security Systems, Automated Food Production, and Instrumentation

COLOC MANUFACTURING
JIT manufacturing to give you the quickest delivery possible on self locking nuts

CROCUS TECHNOLOGY
Current sensing, switching, position sensing and angular sensing

NASCENTechnology
Patented LTCC products/diverse wire-wound products using multiple magnetic component types

NEWAVA TECHNOLOGY
Custom and standard inductors, transformers, cable and wire harnesses, and Electro-mechanical assemblies

Server Technology
Solutions for the Data Center Equipment Cabinet

TE SENSOR SOLUTIONS
Temperature, Pressure, Humidity, Position, Force, Acceleration, Piezo Film, liquid level

TIMBRE TECHNOLOGY
Bone Conduction Technology for Safe Listening, Hearing Protection and Assisted Listening solutions

Transcend
SSD/DRAM/DDR/SD/CF/CFAST/USB/DOM

UMPCO INC.
High quality clamps, clips angle brackets and other light stampings

UNITEK
PCB Assembly and Turn-Key Manufacturing, Box Build, ITAR

UNITED CHEMI-CON
LEADING THE WAY IN ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITOR TECHNOLOGY